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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Trail Creek Crossing Project, now known as the Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek, is part of the AthensClarke County Firefly Trail TSPLOST 2018 Project #6. The Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek project is
evaluating the existing railroad trestle located in Dudley Park, Athens, GA, to understand its viability for
inclusion into Firefly Trail as part of an at-grade trail along the original railbed corridor. Kimley-Horn was
selected by the Unified Government of Athens-Clarke County to design the trail connection; KimleyHorn’s services include the evaluation of the existing structure to assess its viability as a part of the Trail
Creek Crossing.

BACKGROUND
Construction of the freight rail timber-trestle was originally completed in 1883. Over the years, due to the
nature of timber and maintenance of the structure, most or all of the original timber members would have
required replacement, so it is unlikely that any of the timber members pre-date the World War II era. 1
After the freight rail line was completely abandoned in 1997, and after partial demolition of The Trestle by
the railroad company, Athens-Clarke County purchased The Trestle from CSXT railroad.
In 2008, STV/Ralph Whitehead Associates completed an in-depth structural inspection of The Trestle to
evaluate the structure as a possible pedestrian trail facility. Their findings were provided to Athens-Clarke
County in the 2008 Structural Inspection Report for the Rails to Trails Project, GDOT P.I. 7561.2 In 2009,
TransSystems was hired by Athens-Clarke County to provide cultural resources and engineering services
to analyze the prudence and feasibility of rehabilitating The Trestle for adaptive use as part of the rails-totrails project. These findings were provided in the Assessing Feasibility and Prudence of Rehabilitation of
the Trail Creek Viaduct Final Report, dated November 2009. A summary of findings of both reports is
included in this report.

OBSERVATIONS
Kimley-Horn assessed all accessible members using visual inspection, sounding of timber piles (a nondestructive hammering method), and needle resistance drilling. The individual members varied in
condition from fair to critical, as rated per Condition Assessment Ratings defined by ASCE MOP 130,
Waterfront Facilities Inspection and Assessment. The ASCE manual of practice (MOP) provides
guidelines and methodology for conducting engineering inspections and assessments of existing
waterfront facilities constructed of concrete, masonry, metals, composites, and wood and located in nearshore, waterfront, and inland locations exposed to fresh or seawater. A summary of the Overall Rating
and Localized Rating for each structural element group is summarized in the following table. Condition
Assessment Ratings range from 6 (Good) to 1 (Critical).
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Structural Elements

Overall Rating*

Localized Rating**

Steel Spans

5 (Satisfactory)

4 (Fair)

Stringers (Timber Beams)

2 (Serious)

1 (Critical)

Timber Bent Caps

3 (Poor)

1 (Critical)

End Bent

2 (Serious)

1 (Critical)

Timber Lateral Bracing

2 (Serious)

1 (Critical)

Concrete Pedestals

5 (Satisfactory)

4 (Fair)

Timber Piles

3 (Poor)

1 (Critical)

* Overall Rating: estimated based on field observations of all structural elements within a specific component group for the
entire trestle.
** Localized Rating: based on a percentage of localized decay or damage of the worst member encountered within a specific
component group.

It was determined that 73 percent of existing timber piles and all other timber members were in Poor or
worse condition. The three-span, continuous steel girder span and concrete pedestal foundations were
found to be in satisfactory condition and may be suitable for reuse in a load-bearing structure.

FEASIBILITY AND LIFE CYCLE COST OF TRESTLE
Based on the structure’s assessment, this report presents two scenarios to help inform design decisions.
The first scenario is a complete rehabilitation of the existing trestle to support the Firefly Bridge over Trail
Creek. The second scenario retains the existing trestle as an integral part of the Firefly Trail but does not
include The Trestle supporting the trail or any additional superimposed loads.
Based on the current condition of The Trestle, rehabilitation of the existing trestle structure is technically
feasible; however, many factors should be considered when determining its viability for rehabilitation and
incorporation into an integral part of the Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek project. While feasible, it may not
necessarily be prudent based on cost, historic preservation trade-offs, and other factors:
§
§
§
§
§

Rehabilitation of the existing structure and rebuilding missing sections to support the Firefly Trail
will result in approximately 80 percent of the trestle having new timber members.
Visual impact to existing trestle may be significant due to required rehabilitation efforts.
Corresponding initial short-term capital costs and long-term maintenance or replacement costs
vary widely depending on the level of rehabilitation/replacement.
It is expected that before the end of the 50-year life-cycle analysis period, all remaining original
timber members would require replacement.
Extended closures to The Trestle would occur every 10 years as a result of inspection and
repairs, impacting trail users.

Assessment of structure and lifetime costs were developed based on a 50-year life-cycle analysis period.
Lifetime costs include expected annual maintenance expenses and any anticipated major replacement
projects during the 50-year life-cycle analysis period. Initial costs and life-cycle maintenance costs were
estimated for the existing timber structure as well as if the Trestle is retained As-Is. Cost estimates only
include the cost to replace timber members. Costs associated with a bridge deck, railings, or other
miscellaneous elements required for a trail bridge are unknown at this time and, thus, were not
considered.
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Rehabilitation of Trail Creek Trestle*
Initial Cost
$1,400,000
Maintenance Costs
$2,100,000
(50-year life-cycle analysis period)
($42,000 annual average)***
50-Year Total Life Cycle Costs**
$3,500,000
*Rehabilitation to replace existing timber members of the substructure only. Does
not include costs associated with deck, railings, or miscellaneous superstructure
elements.
**All costs are in 2019 dollars.
***Actual annual cost will vary significantly from year to year, as costs anticipate
major inspections and repairs required every 2 years and every 10 years.

Retention of Trestle As-Is
Initial Cost
Maintenance Costs
(50-year life-cycle analysis period)
50-Year Total Life Cycle Costs*

$600,000
$500,000
($10,000 annual average)**
$1,100,000

*All costs are in 2019 dollars.
**Actual annual cost will vary significantly from year to year, as costs anticipate
major inspections and repairs required every 2 years and every 10 years.

2. SCOPE OF WORK
The scope of this report and assessment of the existing railroad trestle over Trail Creek is limited to
determining its viability for rehabilitation to remain and be incorporated as an integral part of the Firefly
Bridge over Trail Creek. This assessment is further intended to validate previous assessments (2008 and
2009) and determine the current condition of The Trestle. A summary of the previously completed
assessments is provided in Section 4, Previous Reports and Summary of Findings.
The structural condition of the existing timber trestle included visual inspection, sounding of the timber
piles (a non-destructive hammering method), and needle resistance drilling, all of which was performed
using rope-access climbing equipment. A three-person team of rope-access professionals set-up ropes
along The Trestle and operated access equipment to allow engineers to inspect the structure. Fieldwork
to assess and document the existing trestle condition was performed on March 5th through 7th , 2019, by a
three-person team of structural engineers from Kimley-Horn.
For consistency and the purpose of comparison, inspection methods and documentation of pile conditions
were similar to the inspections performed in 2008 and 2009. Sounding of the timber bent caps and timber
piles at the top, middle connections, and bottom of all accessible piles was performed to locate and
determine the extent of deterioration. Piles and bent caps with hollow sounding areas were characterized
to be in Poor condition because the sounding typically indicates voids or decay. A visual assessment was
performed to identify mechanical defects (checks, shakes, and splits) that affect the ability of the timber to
act as a cohesive structural member.
After visual assessment and sounding were completed, a representative sample was selected for internal
examination using a needle resistance drill (Model IML FS-400, Serial Number 400-2059). The
representative sample consisted of a random selection of 50 percent of the timber piles, with at least two
piles selected at each bent to ensure every bent was examined in-depth. Each selected pile was drilled
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approximately one-foot above ground line or concrete foundation. Due to the sensitive nature of the
needle resistance drill, it was not feasible to examine the piles at higher locations via rope access.
Concrete foundations were visually inspected and sounded for deterioration of the concrete, spalling, and
cracking. The riveted steel spans, timber lateral bracing members, and timber stringers/beams were
visually inspected.
The 2008 and 2009 inspections included documentation of trestle geometry and member sizes as well as
structural analysis of The Trestle. Field work for the 2019 assessment and report included validating
general geometry and any missing members based on the documentation of the previous reports.
Assessment of structure and life-cycle costs were developed based on a 50-year project life-cycle
analysis period. Life-cycle costs include expected annual maintenance expenses and any anticipated
major replacement projects during this period.
Fieldwork did not include structural inspection of The Trestle in accordance with the National Bridge
Inspection Standards (NBIS), as it is not applicable to this type of structure. NBIS regulations apply only
to publicly owned highway bridges longer than twenty feet and located on public roads. Railroad and
pedestrian structures that do not carry highways are not covered by the NBIS regulations. No destructive
testing or materials testing was performed. The assessment of the structure did not include load rating of
The Trestle or any other structural calculations to determine structural capacity and/or condition.
Fieldwork did not include inspection of any structural elements below water or existing ground. No
information on the type of wood used and what treatment(s) it may have received was available prior to
the inspection. No bridge plans of the existing trestle were available prior to the inspection.

3. STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION
The Trestle is an abandoned freight railroad bridge, with an original total length of approximately 500-feet.
After demolition of the south end spans, approximately 400-feet of the existing structure remains. The
trestle consists of 26 remaining spans, with 23 12- to 13-feet-long timber beam spans and a continuous,
three-span built-up steel girder spanning over Trail Creek. Each steel span is approximately 24-feet long.
The pile bents consist entirely of timber bent caps, timber piles, and timber lateral bracing. A majority of
the bent foundations consist of concrete pedestal foundation on exposed bedrock, with a small portion of
the pile bents supported on embedded piles.
Detailed member sizes, trestle geometry, and documentation may be found in the 2008 and 2009
reports1,2.
In summary, typical details include:
§
§
§
§
§

Stringers comprised of four 7 inch x 13 inch timbers
Steel beams comprised of 24-inch-deep built-up sections of plates and angles
Typical timber brace is 3 inch x 9 inch
Typical timber cap is 12 inch x 13 inch x 14 foot (length)
Timber piles varying in diameter, from 15 inch to 18 inch at the base of the piles and generally
narrowing with increased pile height.

An overall layout and bent numbering scheme is outlined in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Plan and Elevation
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4. PREVIOUS REPORTS AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
In 2008, STV/Ralph Whitehead Associates completed an in-depth structural inspection of The Trestle to
evaluate the structure as a possible pedestrian trail facility. Their findings were provided to Athens-Clarke
County in the 2008 Structural Inspection Report for the Rails to Trails Project, GDOT P.I. 7561.2 In 2009,
TransSystems was hired by Athens-Clarke County to provide cultural resources and engineering services
to analyze the prudence and feasibility of rehabilitating The Trestle for adaptive use as part of the rails-totrails project. These findings were provided in the Assessing Feasibility and Prudence of Rehabilitation of
the Trail Creek Viaduct Final Report, dated November 2009. A summary of findings of both reports is
included in this report.
The following section briefly summarizes the relevant scope of work and findings of the previously
completed reports.

2008 Structural Inspection Report, Rails to Trails Project, PI No. 7561 – July. 2008
The purpose of the inspection was to “evaluate the condition of the remaining structure or structural
elements.” The report was created to help “determine the viability of potentially using these elements,
incorporating them in to the pedestrian bridges as well as which elements would be necessary to replace
or rehabilitate in order to make the structure usable.”
The 2008 inspection and report included both the Trail Creek Trestle and the North Oconee River Bridge
Piers. For The Trestle, “the scope of work encompassed the inspection of visually accessible concrete,
steel and timber structural components. The inspection included a hammer competency test, [also known
as sounding], of the piles for the entire length of pile by the use of climbing equipment.”
Following is a summary of the 2008 findings:
Steel Spans:

§
§

“Excellent condition... minimal section loss and minimal surface rust”
“…steel superstructure should have steel bearings retrofit during a
potential rehabilitation”

Stringers:

§
§

“…exhibit pronounced dry rot, checking, cracking and section loss.”
“…are completely unserviceable and should be removed and replaced.”

Bent Caps:

§
§

“…exhibit the same deficiencies as the timber stringers.”
“All the bent caps should be replaced as part of the potential rehabilitation.”

End Bent:

§

“All the typical deficiencies of the timber stringers and bent caps are
present at the existing end bent.”
“New end bents, backwalls and wingwalls should be designed…”

§
Piles:

§
§
§

“All of the timber piles were sounded…near bearing locations and at midspan.”
“All of the piles…at the mid-span…[are] in satisfactory condition.”
“A number of piles…in the vicinity of the pile bearings…indicated the
presence of interior voids or decay in the timber.”
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§
§

“Based on the conditions at the time of the inspection”, 34% of the piles
were unfit to be reused.
“If the existing structure is not preserved, it will suffer further decay and
fewer structural elements will remain fit for reuse.”

Lateral Bracing:

§
§

“… the lateral bracing is rotten near bolt holes.”
“All the lateral bracing and secondary members should be replaced.”

Concrete Pedestals:

§

“…appear to be in generally good condition, with little evidence of cracking,
efflorescence or delamination.”

The report concludes that “33% of piles and all other wood members, are unfit to reuse for a potential
rehabilitation.” The report notes that “if more than half of the piles succumb to rot and require
replacement, an entirely new structure could be more economically feasible.” The report provided a
summary table of piles that are unfit for reuse, “based on the presence of rot or evidence of crushing at
the pile ends,” and are identified with the term “reject” in Figure 2; “Piles are labeled one to six from left to
right, when looking in the direction of increasing bent numbers.” The report notes that “if vegetation is left
in place, and construction and restorative measures are delayed, the number of acceptable piles will
decrease.”
The 2008 report notes that additional steps should be taken to “fully evaluate the structure for its use in
the proposed pedestrian bridge.” Noting that a “structural analysis should be performed…to determine
how many of the deteriorated piles require replacement…to support the loads of the new pedestrian
walkway and pedestrian traffic.”
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Figure 2: Summary of Rejected Piles 2

“Assessing Feasibility and Prudence of Rehabilitation of the Trail Creek Viaduct” – Nov. 2009
The purpose of the 2009 report was, in part, to evaluate the Trail Creek trestle (or viaduct) to determine if
The Trestle could be rehabilitated for adaptive use as a structure supporting a trail. The scope of work
included a review of the 2008 inspection and findings, a field review of The Trestle to spot-check the
findings and confirm data validity, structural analysis, and construction cost estimates for initial
rehabilitation and life-cycle maintenance.
The 2009 field review by TransSystems found no significant discrepancies from the 2008 inspection.
Additional measurements of The Trestle’s geometry were taken and documented to supplement the 2008
report as needed to perform the structural analysis. The 2009 reports states, “No detailed sampling or
testing of the existing timber elements was performed.”
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To evaluate the existing structure, a “structural analysis was performed to determine the adequacy of
individual timber bents to support a superstructure with the design loads for the new trail using an H-10
design vehicle with a gross vehicle weight of 10 tons to approximate the weight of an emergency vehicle.”
The assumptions and findings of the structural analysis are summarized below:
Assumptions:
§
§
§
§

14-foot-wide trail supporting H-10 (10 ton) vehicle and pedestrian loading
Structural analysis assumed members are in good condition and “there is no deterioration”
Timber members are assumed to be of Southern Pine wood
Analysis of three conditions: As-built (all piles), Single-missing exterior pile, and Single-missing
interior pile

Findings:
§

§

If exterior pile is missing, the cap beam is insufficient to support the trail for three of the five bent
types: “The exterior piles need to be retained and in load carrying condition to support the timber
cap beams.”
If an interior pile is missing, the timber cap beams can support the trail; however, “where bents
have multiple adjacent piles that are in poor condition and cannot be counted on to fully support
the structure, the timber cap beams will not be able to support the design loads.”

The initial construction costs for rehabilitation of the existing trestle, including a new superstructure for the
trail and reconstructed span over Poplar Street, was estimated to be $1.36 million, using 2009 dollars.
The following assumptions were made for rehabilitation of The Trestle for pedestrian trail use:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

In-kind replacement of deteriorated timber piles at all bents [33 percent of piles]
In-kind replacement of abutments
In-kind replacement of existing timber bent caps
In-kind replacement of timber cross bracing at each timber bent and longitudinal timber bracing
between bents (includes filling holes [at connections] in timber piles to remain)
Reconstruct timber pile bents at south end of viaduct near Poplar Street in historic locations
Remove existing timber beams on approach spans and install new weather steel beams on all
approach spans and over Poplar Street
Remove diaphragms between existing built-up riveted metal beams on main spans over creek
and relocate them to match spacing of new approach span beams
Install new concrete deck using concrete
Install appropriate design bicycle height open railings.

The long-term maintenance costs assumed a 40-year service life, with a total cost of maintenance of the
structure to be $730,000, using 2009 dollars. The maintenance costs, when compared to the initial
construction costs, would be at a premium due to the nature of timber deteriorating at different rates,
requiring piece-mail repairs or replacements.
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The assumed activities required as a part of the long-term maintenance over the 40-year service life
were:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Biennial structure inspection
Timber pile replacement
Timber cap beams
Timber bracing members
Steel beam anchor bolt replacement
Concrete spall and crack repairs
Periodic deck joint replacement
Railing maintenance
Painting of Railings

A 75-year service life also was considered for the purpose of comparing to a completely new structure,
but these details are not included in this summary as no design of the Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek has
been developed yet by the Kimley-Horn team.
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5. STRUCTURAL EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT
EVALUATION CRITERIA
The existing timber trestle structure was assessed using the Condition Assessment Ratings defined in
ASCE MOP 130 - Waterfront Facilities Inspection and Assessment. The ASCE manual of practice (MOP)
provides guidelines and methodology for conducting engineering inspections and assessments of existing
waterfront facilities constructed of concrete, masonry, metals, composites, and wood and located in nearshore, waterfront, and inland locations exposed to fresh or seawater. The Condition Assessment Ratings
(CAR) are defined in the Table 2-14 of ASCE MOP 130 and are provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Condition Assessment Ratings (ASCE 130, Table 2-14)
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The condition rating definitions noted above (i.e. Good, Satisfactory, Fair, etc.) provide a baseline
description of how each rating has been defined. These condition ratings were used to document
localized and global structural conditions of the piles, caps, braces, stringers, and foundations.

TIMBER EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT
Timber is a non-homogenous material and mechanical defects can affect the structural capacity of the
timber members. The terminology used in describing the observed deficiencies was taken from ASTM D
25-12(2017) - Standard Specification for Round Timber Piles.
Mechanical defects that affect the ability of the timber to act as a cohesive mass include:
§

§

§

Check: A lengthwise separation of the timber across the growth rings extending from the surface
toward the pith, but not extending through the piece. ASTM D 25-12 prohibits multiple checks that
meet at the pith.
Shake: A circumferential separation of the rings of normal growth. ASTM D 25-12 limits the
length of any shake or combination of shakes to less than one-third of the pile butt circumference.
Shake are usually not visible except in a cross-section of the wood.
Split: A lengthwise separation of the wood across the growth rings, extending through the piece.
ASTM D 25-12 limits the length of splits to less than the pile butt diameter.

A needle resistance drill is specifically designed to accurately detect decay and defects in trees and
wooden structures. A very fine, 1/8-inch drill made of high quality steel is fed into the wood at a
predetermined rate, depending on the species of wood. As the drill enters and passes through the wood,
it encounters variable amounts of resistance. The variation in resistance results in increases and
decreases in the amount of torque applied to the drill shaft. By means of mechanical and electronic
sensors, variations in torque are translated into graphical output which depicts the internal conditions
encountered by the drill at the specific point of drilling. Upon completion of reading the resistivity of the
pile, the needle is then retracted and the paper is removed and labeled. This process is repeated at all
locations tested.
A typical needle resistance drill reading is depicted below.

Typical Needle Resistance Drill Reading

The needle resistance drill was used on a total of 76 piles to determine the percentage of interior decay.
The paper tape records of the needle resistance drill probes were visually analyzed for evidence of
deterioration. All piles were then graphically analyzed to quantify the extent of the damage. Of the 76
piles tested, the largest loss of section at any location is 90 percent. All needle resistance drill probes
were taken at a location in the circumference of the pile without a check, shake, or split.
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SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
Consistent with the previous reports, numbering of bents goes from north to south, increasing in number
away from the only remaining abutment. Pile numbering goes from east to west, left to right when looking
in the direction of increasing bent numbers (see Figure 1). All the accessible members were assessed
using visual inspection, sounding of timber piles (a non-destructive hammering method), and needle
resistance drilling.
The following summarizes the 2019 observations:
Steel Spans:
§
§

Assessment is in concurrence with previous inspection reports
Steel built-up sections remain in fair condition with minor corrosion and minimal section loss1

Stringers (Timber Beams):
§
§

Assessment is in concurrence with previous inspection reports
By visual inspection, further deterioration of timber stringers has occurred with the majority of
members exhibiting advanced deterioration and significant section loss

Bent Caps
§
§

Assessment is in concurrence with previous inspection reports
By visual inspection and sounding, further deterioration of timber bent caps has occurred with
majority of members exhibiting advanced deterioration and significant section loss

End Bent, Backwall, and Wingwalls
§
§
§

Assessment is in concurrence with previous inspection reports
Consistent with typical deterioration observed in other timber members, advanced to very
advanced deterioration has occurred
End Bent at the South trestle end across Poplar St. has been completely removed

Lateral Bracing
§
§
§
§

Assessment is in concurrence with previous inspection reports
By visual inspection, further deterioration of timber lateral bracing has occurred with majority of
members exhibiting advanced deterioration and significant section loss
Majority observed to be split at member ends at or near bolted connections
Some were missing and may have been removed or fallen from original structure

Concrete Pedestals
§
§
§
§

Assessment is in concurrence with previous inspection reports.
By visual inspection and sounding of concrete, pedestals appeared in satisfactory condition with
only normal wear observed
Erosion at Bent 8 has resulted in a void under the foundation at one end
A crack through the full section of the foundation was observed at Bent 13, but did not appear to
significantly impact the structural integrity of the foundation
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Timber Piles
§
§

§
§

§

Assessment of piles identified as “rejected” (53 piles or 34%) is in concurrence with previous
inspection reports
An additional 59 piles (38%) were found to be in poor or worse condition, resulting in a total of
112 piles (73%) being in poor or worse condition; piles found to be in poor or worse condition
were considered “rejected” (See summary of pile results below in Table 1.)
By visual inspection, sounding, and needle resistance drill results, “rejected” piles were identified
to contain advanced to very advanced deterioration with significant decay
By visual inspection and sounding, multiple “rejected” piles were also identified as containing
mechanical defects (checks, shakes, or splits) that significantly reduce the load-bearing capacity
of the member
A total of 10 bents have all piles “rejected”

Table 1: Summary of Pile Inspection Results
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Upon completion of the field assessment, a Condition Assessment Rating (CAR) was assigned to each of
the main structural component groups investigated following ASCE 130 Table 2-14 (shown above under
the Evaluation Criteria section). Refer to Table 2 below for a summary of the CAR assigned to each
structural element. The localized rating is based on a percentage of localized decay or damage of the
worst member encountered within a specific component group during Trestle assessment. The overall
rating was estimated based on field observations of all structural elements within a specific component
group for the entire trestle.
Structural Elements

Overall Rating *

Localized Rating **

Steel Spans

5 (Satisfactory)

4 (Fair)

Stringers (Timber Beams)

2 (Serious)

1 (Critical)

Timber Bent Caps

3 (Poor)

1 (Critical)

End Bent

2 (Serious)

1 (Critical)

Timber Lateral Bracing

2 (Serious)

1 (Critical)

Concrete Pedestals

5 (Satisfactory)

4 (Fair)

Timber Piles

3 (Poor)

1 (Critical)

* Overall Rating: estimated based on field observations of all structural elements within a specific component group for the
entire trestle.
** Localized Rating: based on a percentage of localized decay or damage of the worst member encountered within a specific
component group.

Table 2: Summary of Condition Assessment Rating
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6. FEASIBILITY AND LIFE CYCLE COST OF TRESTLE
The scope of this report and assessment of The Trestle is limited to determining its viability for
rehabilitation to remain and be incorporated as an integral part of the Firefly Trail. This report is intended
to inform the design development process; no design of the Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek has been
developed yet by the Kimley-Horn team.
Based on the structure’s assessment and in consideration of the above factors, this report presents to two
scenarios to help inform design decisions. The first scenario is a complete rehabilitation of the existing
trestle to support the Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek. The second scenario retains the existing trestle as
an integral part of the Firefly Trail but does not include The Trestle supporting the trail or any additional
superimposed loads.
Assessment of structure and lifetime costs were developed based on a 50-year life-cycle analysis period.
Lifetime costs include expected annual maintenance expenses and any anticipated major replacement
projects during the 50-year life-cycle analysis period.
The recommended repairs provided are based on field observations and engineering judgment. As
design alternatives are developed, a structural analysis would be required to confirm these
recommendations. Additional repairs may be required based on the structural analysis as well as during
construction as structural timber is exposed or replaced, requiring further evaluation and inspection.

SCENARIO 1 - REHABILITATION OF TRAIL CREEK TRESTLE
Rehabilitation of The Trestle would require supporting additional superimposed dead loads from trail deck
and railing structure, pedestrian and bicycle loading, and emergency vehicle loading (AASHTO H-10
vehicle with a gross vehicle weight of 10-tons).
Base on observations of member conditions, the following recommended repairs would be required to
meet code requirements:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Steel spans require sandblasting and painting as well as new bearings to support span
Timber stringers are completely unserviceable and should be removed and replaced with a new
span structure
Majority of timber bent caps are completely unserviceable and all bent caps should be removed
and replaced in-kind
Existing End Bent 1 and associated wingwalls should be completely removed and replaced inkind
All timber lateral bracing and secondary members should be removed and replaced in-kind
Existing bolt holes in the piles to remain should be reamed-out and backfilled with an approved
grout or filler to prevent further deterioration2
Concrete pedestal foundations will likely require replacement of existing steel dowel for pile
connection
Erosion under and around exposed foundations should be backfilled and protected with slope
protection
Timber piles in poor or worse condition—as identified as “rejected” in Table 1—should be
removed and replaced in-kind
o An observed 112 piles (73 percent) need to be replaced
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Typical of existing structures, an estimated additional 5 percent of piles may need to be
replaced once lateral bracing and connections are removed due to deterioration
previously not discovered
All remaining original timber piles should be re-treated with a timber preservative, using a similar
preservative as the original used on each pile
Approximately 100-ft of missing trestle section spanning Poplar Street could be rebuilt.
A structural engineer should be onsite during the structural repairs to validate that no further
repairs are required
Visual inspection by qualified person should be performed every two years to assess notable
changes in structure condition and potential risks to public safety
In-depth inspection and any major repairs of the bridge structure should be performed every 10
years
It is assumed that all members would be replaced over the life of the 50-year life-cycle analysis
period. (Timber members are generally considered to have a useful life of 40 years)
It is assumed that steel span would be painted every 10 years for the life-cycle analysis
o

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

It should be noted that the nature of rehabilitating timber structures results in significant visual impact to
the facility due to replacing aged timbers with new timber. A majority of The Trestle requires replacing
deteriorated timber with new timber, which would alter the existing appearance of The Trestle. Further, it
should be noted that current timber treatment methods differ from the original timber treatments used on
The Trestle, which may further alter the appearance of The Trestle and could result in different colors of
timber members.
Rehabilitation cost estimates include only the cost to replace timber members supporting The Trestle and
existing steel spans. To replace the missing end of The Trestle, a new timber trestle of similar
construction with a steel main span over Poplar Street is assumed and included in this cost estimate.
Costs associated with a bridge deck, railings, or other miscellaneous elements are unknown at this time
and were not considered. The initial cost of rehabilitation and annual maintenance life cycle costs
associated with this scenario are estimated to be $3.5 million, as itemized in the table below.
Rehabilitation of Trail Creek Trestle*
Initial Cost
$1,400,000
Maintenance Costs
$2,100,000
(50-year life-cycle analysis period)
($42,000 annual average)***
50-Year Total Life Cycle Costs**
$3,500,000
*Rehabilitation to replace existing timber members of the substructure only. Does
not include costs associated with deck, railings, or miscellaneous superstructure
elements.
**All costs are in 2019 dollars.
***Actual annual cost will vary significantly from year to year, as costs anticipate
major inspections and repairs required every 2 years and every 10 years.

SCENARIO 2 - RETENTION OF TRESTLE AS-IS
The second scenario retains the existing trestle as an integral part of the Firefly Trail but does not include
The Trestle supporting the trail or any additional superimposed loads. The Trestle would be kept As-Is,
with the exception of select members that may need to be removed or replaced due to safety concerns or
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in order to provide structural support for the self-weight of The Trestle. This scenario assumes a separate
new parallel structure supports the Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek.
Base on observations of member conditions, the following recommended repairs would be required to
retain The Trestle As-Is and maintain safety of park users under or near the existing structure:
§

§
§
§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

A structural analysis should be completed during final design of the project to identify critical
members and extents of structure that may be removed without adversely impacting the structural
integrity for The Trestle to support its own weight
Timber stringers should be completely removed
Timber bent caps exhibiting very advanced deterioration and section loss should be removed and
replaced in-kind; an estimated 30 percent of bent caps should be replaced
Timber lateral bracing and secondary members exhibiting very advanced deterioration and
section loss at risk should be removed and/or replaced in-kind; an estimated 30 percent of lateral
bracing and secondary members should be replaced
Erosion under and around exposed foundations should be backfilled and protected with slope
protection
Timber piles exhibiting very advanced deterioration and decay should be removed, and replaced
in-kind as required; an estimated one-third (50 piles) is assumed to be removed and replaced
All remaining original timber piles should be re-treated with a timber preservative, using a similar
preservative as the original used on each pile
A structural engineer should be on site during the structural repairs to validate that no further
repairs are required
Visual inspection by a qualified professional should be performed every two years to assess
notable changes in The Trestle’s structural condition as well as potential risks to public safety
In-depth inspection and any major repairs of the trestle structure should be performed every 10
years
It is assumed 10 percent of the remaining structure would be replaced over the 50-year project
life-cycle analysis period to maintain The Trestle for stability and public safety

It is assumed that over the course of the 50-year project life-cycle analysis period, a majority, if not all, of
the existing structure would need to be removed due to continued deterioration of the timber members.
The initial cost of retaining the existing structure with minor repairs and annual maintenance life cycle
costs associated with this scenario are estimated to be $1.1 million, as itemized in the table below.
Retention of Trestle As-Is
Initial Cost
$600,000
Maintenance Costs
$500,000
(50-year life-cycle analysis period)
($10,000 annual average)**
50-Year Total Life Cycle Costs*
$1,100,000
*All costs are in 2019 dollars.
**Actual annual cost will vary significantly from year to year, as costs anticipate
major inspections and repairs required every 2 years and every 10 years.
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ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
In assessing The Trestle and developing this report, the Kimley-Horn team considered alternative
materials for repairs and rehabilitation of the existing structure. However, the scope of this report and its
findings was limited to considering the viability for rehabilitation of The Trestle to remain and be
incorporated as an integral part of the Firefly Trail. As the design development process continues, the
alternative materials may be considered once the final design solution of the Firefly Bridge over Trail
Creek has been developed. Alternative materials that may be considered include:
·
·
·
·
·

Grouts, epoxies, and composite wraps for repair materials
Preservative Treatment (environmental concerns, visual impacts)
Weathering steel pipe piles
Fiber composite piles
Colored and/or textured concrete piles

FEASIBILITY OF REHABILITATION
Based on the current condition of The Trestle, rehabilitation of the existing trestle structure is technically
feasible; however, many factors should be considered when determining its viability for rehabilitation and
incorporation into an integral part of the Firefly Bridge over Trail Creek project. While feasible, it may not
necessarily be prudent based on cost, historic preservation trade-offs, and other factors:
§
§
§
§
§

Rehabilitation of the existing structure to support the Firefly Trail will require approximately 70
percent of the existing timber members to be replaced.
Visual impact to existing trestle may be significant due to required rehabilitation efforts.
Corresponding initial short-term capital costs and long-term maintenance or replacement costs
vary widely depending on the level of rehabilitation/replacement.
It is expected that before the end of the 50-year life-cycle analysis period, all remaining original
timber members would require replacement.
Extended closures to The Trestle would occur every 10 years as a result of inspection and
repairs, impacting trail users.
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7. FIELD OBSERVATIONS
Photo 1 - Site Location Map

Dudley Park
The Trestle

Photo 2 – Overview of The Trestle looking Southwest
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Photo 3 – Typical v iew of The Trestle,
pile layout, and exterior pil e batter
looking northwest.

Photo 5 – Typical v iew of steel
members spanning Trail Creek. Minor
section loss was observ ed in the steel
sections and the members appear to be
in good condition.
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Photo 4 – Typical v iew of stringers
and bent cap s. Vegetation growth was
observ ed on sev eral bents.

Photo 6 – Typical deterioration of the
longitudinal bracing members. A
majority of the longitudinal braces are
in poor condition.
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Photo 7 – Typical exterior bent
showing signs of shakes and splitting.

Photo 8 – Typical deterioration of the
lateral bracing members. The lateral
braces are in poor condition.

Photo 9 – Typical concrete pedestal.
Erosion was observ ed beneath this
pedestal of Bent 8.

Photo 10 – A crack was observ ed in
the concrete pedestal of Bent 13 along
the north side of Trail Creek.
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Photo 11 – Typical poor connection at
the top of pile and bent cap due to
deterioration of the wooden shim.

Photo 13 – Hamm er sounding test
being perf orm ed on timber pile.
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Photo 12 – Significant section loss
was observ ed at the bottom of sev eral
piles.

Photo 14 – Needle resi stance drilling
being perf orm ed at the bottom of piles.
Testing was perf orm ed within the
bottom 12 inches of the random ly
selected piles.
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